“The most effective way
to develop high acuity
behaviours is by jumping
in and doing with
Experiential Learning.”
- Gartner

AGILE LEADERSHIP
TRAINING –
GAMIFIED!
Learn Agile Transformation in just
1 day by DevOps simulation game!
Suitable for all levels and roles in the organisation:
leadership, operational and business.

IS YOUR JOB TO DEVELOP
IDEAS INTO SOLUTIONS?
LEARN A SMARTER WAY
IN JUST 1 DAY!
The challenge:
Every organisation looks for ways to become more agile, yet landing the
transformational change often gets stuck because of the organisational
culture and mindset.

The solution:
Business Technology Academy’s Agile Leadership Training
At the end of the one-day course, you will understand the importance of:
• business focus and customer value
• working as a united team
• a shared language and goals
• reduced cost to quality
• reduced time to test
• accelerated time to market
• continuous application deployment and delivery
• increased ability to release more and faster
The course is based on a DevOps simulation game that takes place over
3 rounds. Each round takes you closer to the desired goals of creating
a united team culture, becoming product-focused and achieving faster
delivery. It’s a learning method unlike any you’ve tried before!

WHAT IS A DEVOPS
SIMULATION GAME?

Based on a simulation
game idea originally used
by the military.

Developed together with
G2G3, a global company
headquartered in Edinburgh,
UK (Gartner Cool Vendor).

Based on DevOps principles
and aligned with the Business
Technology Standard.

Business Technology Academy
is the first training partner of
G2G3 in Finland.

The simulation game allows you to understand the challenges and to adopt the agile
methodologies the way they are meant to work. You will learn by making mistakes, reacting
with emotions, and falling into traps – so you will never make the same mistake again!
It’s a kinesthetic learning experience: not only fun, but also refreshing in today’s digital world!

Join this simulation
journey for an unforgettable
experience!

Aligned with the
Business Technology Standard

ENROLL NOW!

”An eye-opening experience!
After the simulation
I understood what we
needed to do to succeed
in transformation – both
from an individual and the
organisation’s point of view.”

www.learnbt.com

- Training testimonial

Want to hear more?
Please contact btacademy@sofigate.com for more information.

Need to train the whole organisation?
The length and content of our training programs can be tailored to fit your organisation’s
specific needs.

About Us
Business Technology Academy provides training programmes to upskill organisations and
people to meet the demands of current and future business technology needs. The Academy,
which is a part of the Sofigate Group, was founded in Finland in 2010 under the name ”IT
Academy for Business”. Today, Business Technology Academy operates in Finland, Sweden,
Denmark, and the UK. The training programmes are offered as off-the-shelf courses or tailored
to the specific needs of your company. They can be delivered as classroom, online or self-study
sessions, or any combination of these.
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